This query would be parsed as presenting 4 sets: "students", "Fs", "Linguistics", and "courses".
( i) "I don't know of any students." 2) "I don't know of any Fs." 3) "I don't know of any courses." 4) "I don't know of any Linguistics." 1,2) "I don't know of any students that got Fs. " 2,3) "I don't know 6f any Fs in courses." 3,4) "I don't know of any Linguistics courses." 1,2,3) "I don't know of any students that got Fs in courses." 2,3,4) "I don't know of any Fs in linguistics courses." Suppose that there are no linguistics courses in the DB.
Rather than presenting the direct, correct answer of "None.", the control structure will pass each connected subgraph in turn to be executed against the DB.
It 
